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Ordinary hyperspheres and spherical curves
Aaron Lin∗ Konrad Swanepoel∗
Abstract
An ordinary hypersphere of a set of points in real d-space, where no d+1 points
lie on a (d − 2)-sphere or a (d − 2)-flat, is a hypersphere (including the degenerate
case of a hyperplane) that contains exactly d + 1 points of the set. Similarly, a
(d + 2)-point hypersphere of such a set is one that contains exactly d + 2 points
of the set. We find the minimum number of ordinary hyperspheres, solving the d-
dimensional spherical analogue of the Dirac–Motzkin conjecture for d > 3. We also
find the maximum number of (d+2)-point hyperspheres in even dimensions, solving
the d-dimensional spherical analogue of the orchard problem for even d > 4.
1 Introduction
An ordinary line of a planar point set is a line that contains exactly two points of the
set, while a 3-point line is one that contains exactly three points. Green and Tao [1]
proved tight bounds for the minimum number of ordinary lines and maximum number
of 3-point lines spanned by a sufficiently large non-collinear planar point set, solving
the so-called Dirac–Motzkin conjecture and the classical orchard problem respectively.
They also showed that any extremal configuration for the Dirac–Motzkin conjecture is
contained (up to a point) in the union of a conic and a disjoint line, while the extremal
configurations for the orchard problem are contained in an irreducible cubic curve.
The natural extension to circles was considered in [4], where an ordinary circle of a
planar point set is a circle (including the degenerate case of a line) that contains exactly
three points of the set, and a 4-point circle is a circle (or line) that contains exactly four
points. Tight bounds on the minimum number of ordinary circles and maximum number
of 4-point circles spanned by a set of non-concyclic and non-collinear points in the plane
were found, solving the analogues of the Dirac–Motzkin conjecture and orchard problem
for circles. In this case, any extremal configuration for the Dirac–Motzkin conjecture for
circles is contained in the union of two disjoint circles, while any extremal configuration
for the orchard problem for circles is contained in an irreducible algebraic curve of circular
degree 2 (see Section 2 for the definition of circular degree).
Both cases above relied on structure theorems that characterised point sets span-
ning few ordinary lines [1, Theorem 1.5] and circles [4, Theorem 1.5] respectively. In
particular, such point sets are mostly contained in certain low-degree algebraic curves.
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The purpose of this note is to extend these results to hyperspheres in dimensions 3
and above, and where possible, to understand the curves on which the near-extremal
configurations lie.
Definition. An ordinary hypersphere of a set of points in Rd, where no d+ 1 points lie
on a (d − 2)-sphere or a (d − 2)-flat, is a hypersphere (including the degenerate case of
a hyperplane) that contains exactly d+ 1 points of the set.
A (d+2)-point hypersphere of such a set is one that contains exactly d+2 points of
the set.
On a related note, Purdy and Smith [6] considered ordinary spheres in 3-space in
the slightly more restricted setting of a finite set of points with no four concyclic and no
three collinear. We include hyperplanes as degenerate spheres because the collection of
all hyperspheres and hyperplanes is closed under inversion (see Section 2).
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below are our main results. We find the exact minimum
number of ordinary hyperspheres in odd dimensions and prove tight asymptotic bounds
in even dimensions. However, we were only able to prove tight asymptotic bounds on
the maximum number of (d + 2)-point hyperspheres in even dimensions. This solves
the spherical analogue of the Dirac–Motzkin conjecture for d > 3, and of the orchard
problem for even d > 4.
Theorem 1.1. Let d > 3 and let n > Cd32d for some sufficiently large absolute constant
C > 0. Let P be a set of n points in Rd where no d+1 points lie on a (d− 2)-sphere or
a (d−2)-flat. If P is not contained in a hypersphere or a hyperplane, then the minimum
number of ordinary hyperspheres spanned by P is exactly
(
n−1
d
)
if d is odd and is
(
n− 1
d
)
−O(d22−
d
2n⌊
d
2
⌋)
if d is even.
We will show that this minimum number of ordinary hyperspheres is attained, up
to inversions, by a coset of a finite subgroup of a certain type of rational normal curve
or elliptic normal curve, and when d+ 1 and n are coprime, by n − 1 points in general
position on a hypersphere or a hyperplane together with a point not on the hypersphere
or hyperplane. It turns out that in odd dimensions, this latter trivial example is the
only extremal configuration, spanning exactly
(
n−1
d
)
ordinary hyperspheres.
Theorem 1.2. Let d > 3 and let n > Cd32d for some sufficiently large absolute constant
C > 0. Let P be a set of n points in Rd where no d+1 points lie on a (d− 2)-sphere or
a (d − 2)-flat. Then the maximum number of (d + 2)-point hyperspheres spanned by P
is bounded above by
1
d+ 2
(
n− 1
d+ 1
)
+O(d2−
d
2n⌊
d
2
⌋),
and this bound is tight when d is even.
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We will show that when the dimension is even, this maximum value is also attained
by a coset of a finite subgroup of a certain type of elliptic normal curve or rational
normal curve. On the other hand, when d is odd, we do not have any lower bound that
is superlinear in n, nor can we show an upper bound of the form c
d+2
(
n
d+1
)
where c < 1.
Problem 1.3. Determine the maximum number of (d + 2)-point hyperspheres spanned
by a set of n points in Rd where no d + 1 points lie on a (d − 2)-sphere or (d− 2)-flat,
for odd d > 3.
While the above results are asymptotic for even dimensions, the exact extremal values
can be computed recursively for n > Cd32d for some sufficiently large absolute constant
C > 0. For example, if d = 4, the minimum number of ordinary hyperspheres is


(
n−1
4
)
− 18n
2 + 112n− 1 if n ≡ 0 (mod 6),(
n−1
4
)
if n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6),(
n−1
4
)
− 18n
2 + 34n− 1 if n ≡ 2, 4 (mod 6),(
n−1
4
)
− 23n+ 2 if n ≡ 3 (mod 6),
and the maximum number of 6-point hyperspheres is


1
6
(
n−1
5
)
+ 148n
2 − 172n+
1
6 if n ≡ 0 (mod 6),
1
6
(
n−1
5
)
if n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6),
1
6
(
n−1
5
)
+ 148n
2 − 18n+
1
6 if n ≡ 2, 4 (mod 6),
1
6
(
n−1
5
)
+ 19n−
1
3 if n ≡ 3 (mod 6).
For fixed d, these values are quasipolynomial functions of (sufficiently large) n.
In contrast to the 2-dimensional situation, there are no extremal configurations on
reducible curves when d > 3. This and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are due to the following
structure theorem for sets with few ordinary hyperspheres. We introduce spherical curves
in Section 2, before proving our theorems in Sections 3 and 4.
Theorem 1.4. Let d > 3, K > 0, and suppose n > Cmax{(dK)8, d32dK} for some
sufficiently large absolute constant C > 0. Let P be a set of n points in Rd where no
d + 1 points lie on a (d − 2)-sphere or a (d − 2)-flat. Suppose P spans at most K
(
n
d
)
ordinary hyperspheres.
If d is odd, then all but at most O(d2dK) points of P lie on a hypersphere or a
hyperplane.
If d = 2k is even, then up to inversions, P differs in at most O(d2dK) points from
a configuration of one of the following types:
(i ) A subset of a hyperplane;
(ii ) A coset H⊕x of a subgroup H of a bounded (k−1)-spherical rational normal curve
of degree d, for some x such that (d+ 2)x ∈ H;
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(iii ) A coset H ⊕ x of a subgroup H of a k-spherical elliptic normal curve, for some x
such that (d+ 2)x ∈ H.
As in [4], we could more straightforwardly define ordinary hyperspheres to exclude
hyperplanes, but this turns out to be less natural, as we then do not have invariance
under inversions. We leave finding the extremal numbers in this variant as an open
problem.
2 Spherical curves and inversion
While our theorems are stated over Rd, we often need to work in the larger complex
projective space CPd. We use homogeneous coordinates [x0, x1, . . . , xd] for a point in
CP
d, identify the affine part where x0 6= 0 with C
d, and call the hyperplane defined by
x0 = 0 the hyperplane at infinity and denote it by Π∞.
We denote by S the Zariski closure of a set S ⊆ CPd. For instance, the Zariski closure
of the hypersphere Sd−1 ⊂ Cd with equation x21 + · · · + x
2
d
= 1 is the projective variety
Sd−1 defined by the homogeneous equation x20 = x
2
1 + · · ·+ x
2
d
. We call the intersection
Sd−1∩Π∞ the imaginary sphere at infinity and denote it by Σ∞. This is a (d−2)-sphere
on Π∞ and is the intersection of Π∞ with the closure of any hypersphere in C
d.
We will repeatedly use the following formulation of Be´zout’s theorem. We say that a
variety is pure-dimensional if each of its irreducible components has the same dimension.
Two varieties X and Y in CPd intersect properly if dim(X ∩Y ) = dim(X)+dim(Y )−d.
Theorem 2.1 (Be´zout, [2, Theorem 18.4]). Let X and Y be varieties of pure dimension
in CPd that intersect properly. Then the total degree of X∩Y is equal to deg(X) deg(Y ),
counting multiplicity.
We define a curve to be a pure 1-dimensional variety in CPd that is reduced but not
necessarily irreducible. We say that a curve is non-degenerate if it is not contained in a
hyperplane, and real if each of its irreducible components contains infinitely many points
of RPd. Whenever we consider a curve in RPd, we implicitly assume that its closure is
a real curve. We note the following simple result for later use.
Lemma 2.2. The homogeneous ideal of a real curve is generated by real polynomials.
Proof. Without loss of generality, the real curve δ ⊂ CPd is irreducible. Let I be the
homogeneous ideal of δ, and consider I =
⊕
e
I(e), where I(e) is the set of polynomials
of I of degree e. We show that each I(e) can be generated by real polynomials, whence
so can I. A polynomial is an element of I(e) if and only if the hypersurface it defines
contains δ, which occurs if and only if the hypersurface contains more than edeg(δ)
points of δ by Theorem 2.1. Since δ is real and contains infinitely many real points, the
coefficients of each polynomial in I(e) satisfy a linear system of (at least) edeg(δ)+1 real
equations in
(
d+e
d
)
variables. Solving this linear system then shows that I(e), considered
as a vector space, has a basis of real polynomials.
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As a consequence, we obtain the following basic fact on odd-degree curves in real
projective space.
Lemma 2.3. Let δ be a non-degenerate curve of odd degree in RPd. Then any hyperplane
of RPd intersects δ in at least one point of RPd.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the homogeneous ideal of δ is generated by real polynomials.
The lemma then follows from the fact that roots of real polynomials come in complex
conjugate pairs. Since δ has odd degree, any real hyperplane thus intersects δ in at least
one real point.
Definition. An ℓ-spherical curve in Rd is a real curve in CPd that contains exactly ℓ
pairs of complex conjugate points, counting multiplicity, on Σ∞.
The spherical degree of an ℓ-spherical curve of degree e is e− ℓ.
Note that lines and circles have spherical degree 1. When d = 2, these definitions
coincide with the classical definitions of ℓ-circular curve and circular degree respec-
tively [3, 4].
An important property of the spherical degree is that it is invariant under inversion,
defined next. We first introduce stereographic projection to be the map
π : CPd+1 ⊃ Sd \ {N} → {xd+1 = 0} = CP
d,
where N = [1, 0, . . . , 0, 1] is the north pole of Sd, and q ∈ Sd \ {N} is mapped to the
intersection point of the line Nq and the hyperplane {xd+1 = 0}, which we identify with
CP
d. It is not difficult to see that π(ΠN ∩ Sd \ {N}) = Σ∞, where ΠN is the tangent
hyperplane to Sd at N . The range of π is thus {x0 6= 0} ∪ Σ∞ = C
d ∪ Σ∞. Also, π is
injective on Sd \ΠN , and for each y ∈ Σ∞, π
−1(y) = ℓ \ {N}, where ℓ is the tangent line
to Sd at N through y.
Inversion in the origin o ∈ Cd is defined to be the bijective map
ιo = π ◦ ρ ◦ π
−1 : Cd \ {o} → Cd \ {o},
where ρ is the orthogonal reflection map in the hyperplane {xd+1 = 0}. Inversion in an
arbitrary point r ∈ Cd is then defined to be the bijective map
ιr = τr ◦ ιo ◦ τ−r : C
d \ {r} → Cd \ {r},
where τr(x) = x+ r is the translation map taking the origin to r.
As is well known in real space, if V is a hypersphere or a hyperplane, then the inverse
ιr(V \ {r}) is again a hypersphere or a hyperplane, depending on whether r /∈ V or r ∈ V
respectively. It is also easily seen that the inverse of a circle or a line is again a circle or
a line. We next show more generally that spherical degree is preserved by inversion.
Proposition 2.4. Let δ ⊂ RPd be a real curve of spherical degree k. Then δ′ :=
π−1(δ \ Σ∞) is a real curve of degree 2k contained in S
d ⊂ CPd+1 that intersects ΠN in
finitely many points.
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Proof. Let δ be ℓ-spherical of degree e, where k = e − ℓ. Then the intersection of the
cone over δ ⊂ CPd ⊂ CPd+1 with vertex N and Sd is exactly the union of the curve δ′
and the lines Nx for each x ∈ δ∩Σ∞. By Theorem 2.1, the intersection has total degree
2e, hence deg(δ′) = 2e − 2ℓ = 2k. Since δ intersects Σ∞ in only finitely many points
and π−1 takes real points to real points, it follows that δ′ is real. Also, since δ′ consists
of all irreducible components of π−1(δ) not contained in ΠN , δ
′ intersects ΠN in finitely
many points.
Proposition 2.5. Let δ′ be a real curve of degree 2k contained in Sd ⊂ CPd+1. If δ′
intersects ΠN in finitely many points, then δ := π ◦ ρ(δ′) is a (k − m)-spherical curve
of degree 2k − m, where m > 0 is the multiplicity of ρ−1(N) on δ′. In particular, the
spherical degree of δ is k.
Proof. Since π is one-to-one on Sd \ ΠN , we have deg(δ) = 2k −m. Let Π be a generic
hyperplane in CPd+1. Then |δ′ ∩ Π| = 2k. Since δ′ intersects ΠN in finitely many
points, without loss of generality, δ′ ∩ Π is disjoint from ΠN . Then the hypersphere
π(Π ∩ Sd) intersects δ in 2k distinct points in Cd. However, |δ ∩ π(Π∩ Sd)| = 2(2k −m)
by Theorem 2.1. So |δ ∩Σ∞| = 2(2k−m)− 2k = 2(k−m), and these points must come
in complex conjugate pairs as δ is real. This means that δ is (k −m)-spherical, hence
its spherical degree is (2k −m)− (k −m) = k as claimed.
We obtain the following two corollaries almost immediately. They generalise the
planar results of [3]; see also [4, Lemma 2.5].
Corollary 2.6. Let δ be a real curve of spherical degree k + 1. The inverse of δ in a
point not on δ is a (k+1)-spherical curve of degree 2k+2; the inverse of δ in a smooth
point on δ is a k-spherical curve of degree 2k+1; and the inverse of δ in a double point
on δ is a (k − 1)-spherical curve of degree 2k.
Proof. Combine Propositions 2.4 and 2.5.
Note that by Lemma 2.3, all real rational normal curves in Rd are unbounded when
d is odd. On the other hand, when d is even, there exist bounded real rational normal
curves. In the plane they are exactly the ellipses. The inverse of an ellipse in a point
on the ellipse is an acnodal cubic, which is a cubic curve projectively equivalent to the
cubic with equation y2 = x3 − x2.
In RPd, a singular rational curve of degree d+1 has exactly one singularity, and the
curve is isomorphic to a planar singular cubic. When the curve is real, the singularity
is an acnode, crunode, or cusp depending on whether the singularity of the real planar
cubic is an acnode, crunode or cusp. See [5, Section 3] for more on rational normal
curves, rational singular curves (in particular, rational acnodal curves), and elliptic
normal curves.
Corollary 2.7. Let d = 2k. The inverse of a bounded (k− 1)-spherical rational normal
curve in Rd in a point on the curve is a non-degenerate k-spherical rational curve of
degree d + 1, with an acnode in the point of inversion and no other singularities; the
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inverse of a non-degenerate k-spherical rational curve of degree d + 1 in Rd, with an
acnode and no other singularities, in its acnode is a bounded (k − 1)-spherical rational
normal curve.
Proof. By Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we only have to show that a bounded rational
normal curve inverts into a curve with an acnode as singularity. If the singularity is
not an acnode, then it is a crunode or a cusp, and in either case, there are real points
on the curve arbitrarily close to the singularity. Then the inverse of this curve will be
unbounded, contrary to assumption.
Finally, we describe group laws on certain spherical curves that describe when points
lie on a hypersphere. Note that a real k-spherical elliptic normal curve has a unique real
point at infinity.
Proposition 2.8. Let d = 2k. A bounded (k − 1)-spherical rational normal curve or
k-spherical elliptic normal curve in RPd has a group structure such that d+2 points (not
including the real point at infinity on an elliptic normal curve) lie on a hypersphere if
and only if they sum to the identity. In the prior case, this group is isomorphic to R/Z;
in the latter case, this group is isomorphic to R/Z or R/Z×Z2 depending on whether it
has one or two semi-algebraically connected components.
Proof. Let δ ⊂ RPd ⊂ CPd be a curve of spherical degree k+1. Then by Proposition 2.4,
δ′ := π−1(δ) is a curve in CPd+1 of degree 2(k + 1) = d + 2. If δ is a (k − 1)-spherical
bounded rational normal curve, then by Corollary 2.7, δ′ is a rational acnodal curve in
CP
d+1. If δ is a k-spherical elliptic normal curve, then δ′ is an elliptic normal curve in
CP
d+1. In both cases, δ′ ∩RPd has a group structure such that d+2 real points on δ′ lie
on a hyperplane if and only if they sum to the identity, and this group is isomorphic to
R/Z when δ′ is acnodal, and isomorphic to R/Z or R/Z×Z2 if δ
′ is elliptic, depending on
whether it has one or two semi-algebraically connected components [5, Propositions 3.8
and 3.1]. Since a generic hyperplane intersects Sd in a (d− 1)-sphere and stereographic
projection takes hyperspheres (not containing the north pole) to hyperspheres in RPd,
π transfers the group to δ in such a way that d + 2 points on δ lie on a hypersphere if
and only if they sum to the identity.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.4
Since ordinary hyperspheres spanned by P ⊂ Rd are in one-to-one correspondence with
ordinary hyperplanes in π−1(P ) ⊂ Rd+1, Theorem 1.4 is a simple consequence of the
following structure theorem for sets with few ordinary hyperplanes [5], combined with
the results from Section 2.
Theorem 3.1 ([5]). Let d > 4, K > 0, and suppose n > Cmax{(dK)8, d32dK} for
some sufficiently large absolute constant C > 0. Let P be a set of n points in RPd where
every d points span a hyperplane. If P spans at most K
(
n−1
d−1
)
ordinary hyperplanes, then
P differs in at most O(d2dK) points from a configuration of one of the following types:
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(i ) A subset of a hyperplane;
(ii ) A coset H ⊕x of a subgroup H of an elliptic normal curve or the smooth points of
a rational acnodal curve of degree d+ 1, for some x such that (d+ 1)x ∈ H.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Projecting P stereographically, we obtain a set P ′ := π−1(P ) ⊂
Sd ⊂ RPd+1 of n points, no d + 1 of which lie on a hyperplane, spanning at most K
(
n
d
)
ordinary hyperplanes. We can thus apply Theorem 3.1 to get that P ′ differs in at most
O(d2dK) points from
(1) a subset of a hyperplane, or
(2) a coset H ⊕ x of a subgroup H of an elliptic normal curve or the smooth points of
a rational acnodal curve of degree d+ 2, for some x such that (d+ 2)x ∈ H.
In the latter case, since P ′ is contained in a hypersphere, by Theorem 2.1, the degree
d+ 2 curve is also contained in the hypersphere. In particular, it is bounded.
Suppose d is odd (so that d+2 is odd). Then Case (2) does not occur, as Lemma 2.3
implies an odd degree curve is always unbounded. Thus projecting Case (1) back down
to Rd, we get that P differs in at most O(d2dK) points from a subset of a hypersphere
or a hyperplane.
Now suppose d is even. If we are in Case (1), then we are in the same situation as
the odd case. So assume we are in Case (2), and all but at most O(d2dK) points of P ′
lie on a degree d + 2 curve δ′ ⊂ Rd+1, which is either elliptic or acnodal. Projecting
(stereographically) back to Rd, we get that all but at most O(d2dK) points of P lie on
a curve δ ⊂ Rd. By Proposition 2.5, we get one of the following cases, depending on the
multiplicity of the north pole N on δ′:
(a ) N is a double point of δ′, which means δ′ is acnodal, and thus δ is a bounded
(k − 1)-spherical rational normal curve of degree d;
(b ) N is a smooth point of δ′, in which case δ is a k-spherical elliptic normal curve or
rational acnodal curve of degree d+ 1;
(c ) N does not lie on δ′, in which case δ is a (k + 1)-spherical curve of degree d+ 2.
Note that the group structure mentioned in the statement of the theorem is inherited
from that in Theorem 3.1, and is detailed in Proposition 2.8. By Corollary 2.6, the curve
from (c ) can be inverted to a curve as in (b ), and by Corollary 2.7, the rational curve
from (b ) can be inverted to a curve as in (a ).
4 Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
Similar to the previous section, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from the following extremal
results for ordinary hyperplanes and (d+ 1)-point hyperplanes from [5].
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Theorem 4.1. Let d > 4 and let n > Cd32d for some sufficiently large absolute constant
C > 0. The minimum number of ordinary hyperplanes spanned by a set of n points in
RP
d, not contained in a hyperplane and where every d points span a hyperplane, is(
n− 1
d− 1
)
−O
(
d22−
d
2n⌊
d−1
2
⌋
)
.
This minimum is attained by a coset of a subgroup of an elliptic normal curve or the
smooth points of a rational acnodal curve of degree d + 1, and when d + 1 and n are
coprime, by n− 1 points in a hyperplane together with a point not in the hyperplane.
Theorem 4.2. Let d > 4 and let n > Cd32d for some sufficiently large absolute constant
C > 0. The maximum number of (d+ 1)-point hyperplanes spanned by a set of n points
in RPd where every d points span a hyperplane is
1
d+ 1
(
n− 1
d
)
+O
(
d2−
d
2n⌊
d−1
2
⌋
)
.
This maximum is attained by a coset of a subgroup of an elliptic normal curve or the
smooth points of a rational acnodal curve of degree d+ 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. This theorem follows from Theorem 4.1 and stereographic pro-
jection, similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This theorem follows from Theorem 4.2 and stereographic pro-
jection, similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4. Note that in the case when d is odd, the
extremal configurations in Theorem 4.2 lying on an algebraic curve of degree d+2 cannot
exist, as this curve has to lie on Sd, hence is bounded, which contradicts Lemma 2.3.
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